JEDI Performance Metrics: Examples of Indicators to Measure Progress & Success

Action Step: Discuss SOS, Equity Goals, and Apply PHAST Guiding Principles to your Work

Overview
Align performance metrics to equitable strategies that respond to community needs.
This resource provides examples of indicators that can help provide insight into how equity is being included and prioritized by your public health and safety partnership. These indicators can shore up short- and long-term impact not only regarding your internal processes but in the diverse communities served by your members.

Purpose
This resource lists indicators to incorporate into your partnership's operations, performance measures, and evaluations to monitor building equitable efforts.

When to Use This Resource
This resource should be used when developing performance monitoring metrics that focus on equity.

Activity Details

Who to Involve
Participating and committed members within your public health and safety partnership.

Time Needed to Complete
This activity will take 15 minutes to review; additional time may be needed for actual selection of indicators and/or discussion with public health and safety members.
Format & Filetype
Resource to be handed out.

Resources/Materials Needed
- Handouts of the resource

Companion Resources:
→ Module 1 JEDI Continuum Worksheet

What's Included
- Detailed instructions
- Next steps
- Completed examples

Not Included
- Facilitator notes